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Research 
This research represents eighteen months of work to understand the relationship between supply chain 

financial ratios and a company’s performance in the financial markets. To complete this research, we 

constructed a database of specific supply chain financial ratios (from a database of over 50 total financial 

metrics) and began to run correlations to understand the relationship between financial supply chain ratios and 

market capitalization for the past seven years. (The market capitalization data and the supply chain financial 

data used in the analysis was quarterly data from 2006Q1 to 2012Q4.) We use this data to understand which 

metrics matter to financial markets for twelve Morningstar sectors.  

Here we share insights on the Morningstar sectors that make up Consumer and Healthcare Value Networks. In 

August, we will publish a parallel report that will cover the Automotive, Electronics and Industrial Value 

Networks. The sectors evaluated in this report include: Apparel Manufacturing, Apparel Stores, Chemical, Drug 

Manufacturers for Branded and Generic Products, Household and Personal Products (Consumer Packaged 

Goods), Discount Stores, Medical Care, Medical Devices, Medical Distribution, Medical Instruments & 

Supplies, and Packaged Food.  

Figure 1. Financial Metrics Used in the Correlation to Market Capitalization 

 

We first started by understanding the patterns within each industry. Over the course of the past year, we have 

plotted patterns of Fortune 1000 companies’ performance progress on growth, profitability, cycle and 
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complexity measures for the past decade. We publish the results of this analysis in the Supply Chain Metrics 

That Matter series of reports that are listed in the Appendix. 

After understanding the patterns and the progress, or lack of progress, in each industry group, we then started 

to correlate fourteen financial ratios (listed in figure 1 in red) to financial market performance. The ratios were 

selected based on the fact that they were ratios and not raw numbers, reliable availability within the database, 

and relevance to supply chain. Each industry group was studied by Morningstar sector. 

The goal of this research is to give the supply chain leader for each industry a clear view of which metrics 

matter to market capitalization in financial markets. 

It is our belief that prior attempts to evaluate supply chain excellence and relative company performance have 

been too narrowly focused. In the building of this research model, we used the following principles: 

• Each industry is different. A company’s progress needs to be assessed within its individual peer 

group. Each industry sector has a different potential and a different set of market drivers. We strove to 

build a methodology that would allow supply chain leaders to understand which metrics matter the most 

for their specific industry peer group.  

• Differences between value networks. It was our belief that each industry would have a different set of 

metrics that mattered and that each value network (or chain of associated supply chains) would also be 

unique. The research confirmed this hypothesis. 

• A simplistic approach is not sufficient. Most prior methodologies have had an overdependence on 

return on assets. Prior evaluations have compared company performance to a combination of growth, 

return on assets (ROA), and days of inventory (DOI). However, when we tried to correlate this simplistic 

set of supply chain ratios, we could not find significant correlations to market capitalization 

performance. For example, in our analysis we find that Return on Assets only correlates to five 

industries.  

• Supply chain excellence is not a beauty pageant. This analysis is based solely on financial 

correlations. While other methodologies have been based on peer input, we find that these types of 

inputs can become very political. We wanted to sidestep this issue. 

• The methodology should be applicable to all companies. Supply chain leaders everywhere would 

like a methodology that is applicable to big companies and little companies and across currencies. Prior 

methodologies were only applicable to the Fortune 1000 companies. The use of supply chain financial 

ratios allows the comparison of big companies and small and the translation of performance across 

currencies. 

• Inventory is only part of the story. While other methodologies have evaluated inventory performance, 

we wanted to understand the total impact of cash-to-cash cycles. We found that inventory was only part 

of the story. In our analysis, we find the correlation of market capitalization to inventory to occur in 

eleven industry sectors; but, we also find correlations to days of payables in seven out of twelve 
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Morningstar sectors, and working capital ratio correlations in nine of the twelve Morningstar sectors. 

*Working capital ratio is (total current assets – total current liabilities)/revenue.* 

• Capital markets reward balance in a portfolio of metrics. If the goal is improving market 

capitalization, a simplistic analysis using a few ratios is too limiting. We find that the correlations are 

often more complex than we expected and market capitalization is usually based upon a portfolio of 

metrics that are balanced.  

• Industry progress. We wanted to better understand the performance of industry leaders. In three of 

the twelve Morningstar sectors profiled in this report, we find clear industry leaders. In the others, we do 

not. In this analysis , a clear winner has the following characteristics:  

o Year-over-year improvements in growth, profitability, cycle and complexity management 

o Better performance than their peer group 

o Balance of the portfolio of metrics that are rewarded with higher correlations to market 

capitalization  

• Risk and Altman Z-score. Different industries carry a different measurement of risk. In our analysis, 

we find that five of the Morningstar sectors have a correlation to the Altman Z-score factor (major 

pharmaceutical, medical device, medical instrument & supply, packaged food, and specialty & generic 

pharmaceutical). The Altman Z-score factor is an output of a credit strength test that gauges a publicly 

traded small manufacturing company’s likelihood of bankruptcy. Since the Altman Z-score is somewhat 

antiquated, we have deleted the use of it in the findings of this report in favor of more reliable metrics. 

Disclosure 
As an independent analyst firm, your trust is important to us. In conducting research, we are open and 

transparent about our financial relationships and our research processes. This research project was solely 

funded by Supply Chain Insights. 

Sharing and Use 
We are committed to Open Content research. These reports are intended for you to read, share and use to 

improve your supply chain decisions. Please share this data freely within your company and across your 

industry. As you do this, all we ask for in return is proper attribution. We publish under the Creative Commons 

License Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States and you will find our citation policy here.  

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/
http://www.supplychaininsights.com/news/citation-policy/
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Executive Overview 
The year 2012 marked the 30th anniversary of supply chain management. We are now in the fourth decade. At 

the beginning of the last decade, most companies were making progress on the management of growth, 

profitability, supply chain cycles and complexity. Today, this has changed. Companies find themselves stuck. 

Growth has slowed. Management of margin is more difficult. Inventory and cash-to-cash cycles have 

stagnated, or even grown, not diminished.  

The answer is not spending more money on Information Technology (IT) infrastructure. Over the last decade, 

the average company has spent 1.7% of revenue on IT, but to no avail. Spending new money on old processes 

just gets us the same results. Instead, we require:  

• New thinking 

• New technologies that offer promise 

• Recognition that the missing link in supply chains is talent 

In this report, we first examine the progress of industries on driving progress on the Supply Chain Effective 

Frontier (the management of trade-offs for growth, profitability, supply chain cycles and complexity). Supply 

chains are complex systems. They are growing more complex. With increased mergers and acquisitions 

(M&A), growth in product offerings and services, increased market volatility, the tightening of supply, and the 

building of global supply chains, the management of today’s supply chain is far from easy. It is also more 

critical to a company’s success than ever before. 

Most companies want to move their supply chains from a focus on cost to one of value. However, to complete 

this journey, they must answer the question, “What is value?” Leaders are inundated with a myriad of metrics, 

and there is no roadmap of which metrics matter to improve market capitalization. The goal of this report is to 

help companies understand the role of supply chain in improving market capitalization and to determine which 

metrics matter the most in improving value. 

In the process of writing this report, we discovered four key elements that we had not realized before: 

• Industry specific. The metrics that matter, and correlate to market capitalization, vary by industry. 

They are very different. The degree of this variation is greater than we thought when we first began this 

research. 

• Impact of the supply chain varies. The correlations of distribution-intensive industries have a higher 

correlation to financial market valuation. In industries with strong product innovation cycles and 

commodity market risk, the significance of the supply chain impact is lower on market capitalization.  

• Some industries have clear leaders. Some do not. Some industries like Household & Personal 

Products have consistent year-over-year leaders. These leading companies have successfully 
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managed metric trade-offs:  delivering a balanced portfolio of metrics while making year-over-year 

improvements. Other industries like chemical and major drug manufacturers do not have leaders. 

• Supply chain leaders have not held themselves accountable to balance sheet and income 
statement results. The data that we present in this report is difficult to obtain. As a result, most supply 

chain leaders have not been able to monitor and measure these results. In our reviews with supply 

chain leaders, most are surprised by the findings. 

In this report, we start by sharing the trends by industry on the financial ratios and the trade-offs made to 

balance growth, profitability, supply chain cycles and complexity. We then share insights based on the 

correlations of supply chain financial ratios to market capitalization. The report ends with a discussion of supply 

chain leaders and the sharing of specific results by industry peer group.  
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What is Supply Chain Excellence?  
A researcher learns quickly that the analysis of supply chain excellence is not easy. There are many facets. 

Supply chain experts have opinions; but there is too little real research to have a data-driven discussion. It is 

our goal to change this. This is the purpose of this report.  

We want to help supply chain leaders understand the impact of supply chain performance on market 

capitalization. We define Supply Chain Excellence as: the ability of a company to maximize value through the 

setting of targets and aligning metrics to drive a value chain strategy.  

Supply chains are complex systems composed of complex processes with increasing complexity. Most 

companies are stalled in improving performance. The reasons are many. Complexity and market volatility are 

increasing, and supply chain leaders are facing a talent shortage.  

To illustrate the point, in the next section, we share the progress on how two very different industries are 

making trade-offs in managing supply chain financial ratios. 

A Closer Look at Apparel 
Let’s start with industry progress over the last decade for the apparel industry. In the race for lower labor costs, 

many apparel companies built global supply chains. In the process, this peer group struggled with the design of 

the global supply chain and the management of inventories. Most of the companies within this peer group have 

not been able to sustain progress on inventory turns, or drive productivity gains equal to other industries. There 

is also no clear supply chain winner. No one company stands out as outperforming the others.  

Figure 2a. Apparel Company Comparison  
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As shown in figure 2b, this is an example of an industry that is “stuck” or stalled in driving year-over-year 

performance in supply chain excellence. The patterns are circular with most companies moving backwards 

(away from the upper right corner) over the time period. 

Figure 2b. Inventory Turns vs. Revenue per Employee (2002-2012) 

 

A Closer Look at Household & Personal Products 
Now in contrast, let’s take a closer look at company performance in Household & Personal Products. This is an 

industry where there is clear progress. When we compare financial ratio patterns in this sector we see 

sustained progress. Take the example of Beiersdorf AG, Colgate-Palmolive Company and The Procter & 
Gamble Company. These are three companies of different sizes attempting to drive supply chain excellence 

in very different ways. Beiersdorf, a small German firm with revenues of $7.8 billion is attempting to reduce 

cash-to-cash cycles, while Colgate, a US-based firm of $17.1 billion, is attempting to drive year-over-year 

performance in operating margin. Procter & Gamble, the largest and the most global player at $83.7 billion, is 

attempting to drive a balanced portfolio of metrics. Each company, over the course of the last decade, is 

making year-over-year improvements, but as shown in figures 3a, 3b and 3c, the patterns are very different.  

From the charts, it is unclear which company is making the most progress. It is also unclear which company’s 

supply chain performance is having the greatest impact on improving market capitalization. Each company is 

executing a different supply chain strategy.  
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Figure 3a. Household & Personal Products Comparison 

 

If we look at the comparison of the three companies over the past twelve years, they are all different. While 

patterns can be traced, the impact on market capitalization cannot be determined by this type of analysis. Each 

company is proud of their performance and feels that they have made significant improvements in supply chain 

performance. 

Figure 3b. Cash-to-Cash Cycle vs. Operating Margin (2000-2012) 
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In the comparison of the cash-to-cash cycle versus operating margin, the improvement of Beiersdorf and 

Procter & Gamble on C2C performance is clear, as is the improvement of operating margin for Colgate over 

the time period. What is not clear is whose gains are the best.  

When another cut of the data is studied (inventory turns versus revenue per employee), in figure 3c, it is clear 

that P&G has a productivity edge against its competitors; however, all three companies are making progress 

on these two critical metrics. It is a stark contrast to the lack of progress in the apparel industry. 

Figure 3c. Inventory Turns vs. Revenue per Employee (2002-2012) 

 

After a year of mapping this type of data, our key insight is that studying the patterns does not yield a 

conclusive supply chain leader. As a result, we believed that we needed to take the analysis a step further and 

look at the performance of companies’ supply chain financial ratios correlated to market capitalization. 

Where Are the Industries in Supply Chain Maturity? 
Each industry is at a very different place on the evolution of supply chain maturity. As shown in figure 4, it is 

clear that the chemical, consumer electronics, consumer packaged goods and pharmaceutical industries have 

made the most progress on employee productivity. In contrast, apparel, food and medical device 

manufacturers have made very little progress. The largest difference between the industries is in the 

automation of sales and marketing. 
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Figure 4. Revenue per Employee Performance 

 

The Supply Chain Effective Frontier 
Different industries have been able to make progress through the automation of their company in making the 

trade-offs between growth, profitability, cycles and complexity. We define this balancing act as the Supply 
Chain Effective Frontier shown in figure 5.  

Figure 5. Supply Chain Effective Frontier 
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Progress of the Industries on the Effective Frontier 
In our study of the industries profiled in individual Supply Chain Metrics That Matter reports, we determined 

that the greatest progress on the Supply Chain Effective Frontier was in the consumer electronics industry, and 

that the least was in apparel. This determination is based on the eighteen months of study of the industries on 

their performance on the financial ratios. 

Figure 6. Progress on the Supply Chain Effective Frontier  

 

As the next step in our research, we wanted to understand the patterns in supply chains and the relationship of 

supply chain to market capitalization, especially as seen through the lens of more or less mature industries.  

What Matters to Financial Markets? 
So, we took this analysis one step further and began to examine the impact of supply chain financial 

performance on capital market performance. We formed a team to analyze and correlate the individual ratios 

and build a formula to express market capitalization as defined from the selected supply chain financial ratios 

for each unique Morningstar sector. Using this formula, we compared the results of the peer group companies 

for seven years of supply chain results on an annual basis. The output of this analysis is shown in table 1.  

What did we learn from this analysis?  
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• Supply chain performance matters. While supply chain performance is only part of the story, the 

correlation of the formula built from the supply chain financial ratios has a very tight correlation in 

distribution-intensive industries. It is less significant in product-intensive supply chains based on 

product innovation. There is a pattern between the correlation coefficients in table 1 and the supply 

chain maturity model in figure 6. 

• The financial ratios that matter vary by Morningstar sector. There is a different composite of 

metrics that matter for each industry. The industry segments are very different. The degree of difference 

surprised us. 

• Balance. The best result in year-over-year performance (with the best correlation to market 

capitalization) is when there is balance between growth, profitability, cycles and complexity. Financial 

markets do not reward one-directional improvements in singular metrics. 

Table 1. Supply Chain Index Equation Summary 
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To understand the relative importance of these metrics, we built a formula for each industry. We define this 

formula as the Supply Chain Index. The Supply Chain Index is a formulaic representation of how companies 

manage growth, profitability, cycle and complexity measures on selected supply chain financial ratios to 

improve market capitalization 

The Supply Chain Index 
The Supply Chain Index is a way to understand the impact of companies’ supply chains (relative to peers 

within an industry sector) to market capitalization based on a set of preselected supply chain ratio metrics.  

The representation of supply chain excellence per the Supply Chain Index is shown in table 2 with 

abbreviations previously defined in table 1 for the specific ratios.  

Table 2. Supply Chain Index Equations (Consumer and Healthcare Value Networks) 
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Supply Chain Index Rankings for Household and Personal Products 
The Supply Chain Index for the household and personal products industry has a high correlation to market 

capitalization (𝑟2 = 0.68). It is also one of the clearest examples of a supply chain leader, Procter & Gamble, 

balancing the supply chain financial ratios over the Supply Chain Effective Frontier. Note that in the seven 

years of rankings shown in tables 4 through 10, P&G tops the list in six of the years. While Colgate has driven 

significant improvements in operating margin, they have not been able to drive a portfolio of metrics that 

balances both profitability and cycles. P&G’s improvements in inventory and cash-to-cash power better 

performance on the Supply Chain Index.  

Table 3. Colgate-Palmolive Company and The Procter & Gamble Company (2000-2012) 

 

However, not all metrics are equally valued by the financial markets. When the Supply Chain Index is applied, 

P&G tops the list for six of the seven years studied. This gap is driven by their superior ability to balance 

competing priorities and demonstrate improvement on a wide variety of the supply chain financial ratios that 

correlate to market capitalization within the Morningstar sector. Tables 4 through 10 show the Supply Chain 

Index rankings of Household and Personal Products for the last 7 years. 
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Table 4. Supply Chain Index Ranking of Household & Personal Products - 2012 

 

 

Table 5. Supply Chain Index Ranking of Household & Personal Products - 2011 
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Table 6. Supply Chain Index Ranking of Household & Personal Products - 2010 

 

 

Table 7. Supply Chain Index Ranking of Household & Personal Products - 2009 
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Table 8. Supply Chain Index Ranking of Household & Personal Products - 2008 

 

 

Table 9. Supply Chain Index Ranking of Household & Personal Products - 2007 
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Table 10. Supply Chain Index Ranking of Household & Personal Products - 2006 

 

Rankings for the other eleven industries profiled in this report are available in the Supply Chain Insights 

Community.   

Over the course of the summer of 2013, we will continue to populate the industry tables and publish the results 

for the remaining Morningstar sectors we have identified for the Supply Chain Index work. We are completing 

this work for our Supply Chain Insights Global Summit. At this event, we will review all of the formulas and hear 

from Wall Street and supply chain leaders on our search for the supply chain metrics that truly matter.  

  

http://www.supplychaininsightscommunity.com/community/educate/supply-chain-index
http://www.supplychaininsightscommunity.com/community/educate/supply-chain-index
http://www.supplychaininsightsglobalsummit.com/
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Conclusion 
This work is just starting. It is clear in some industries that the right mix of performance on financial ratios 

clearly matters. It does not have as high of a correlation in others. There is a parallel trend between the 

determination of supply chain maturity and the ability to correlate financial ratios to market capitalization. This 

research raises many questions.  

• Does supply chain performance impact market capitalization? In most industries, based on this 

analysis, we believe that the answer is yes. 

• As supply chains in various industries mature, will there be a greater correlation to market 

capitalization? We do not know the answer to this question. We believe that more research is needed. 

• Do financial markets reward functional metrics or singular metrics? We believe strongly that supply 

chain leaders need to hold themselves to supply chain financial ratios on the balance sheet and income 

statement, and that functional metrics should align to drive the desired financial outcome. We also 

believe that it is not about singular metrics.  

Instead it is about a value-based portfolio approach of making systemic trade-offs on the Supply Chain 

Effective Frontier. Companies must actively balance competing priorities of growth, profitability, cycles and 

complexity.  
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Appendix 

Metrics Formulae: 
Current Ratio 
`BalanceSheets.[TotalCurrentAssets]`/`BalanceSheets.[TotalCurrentLiabilities]` 
 

Days of Inventory 
`FinancialStatements.[PeriodLength]`*`BalanceSheets.[Inventory]`/`IncomeStatements.[CostOfRevenue]` 
 

Days of Payables Outstanding 
`FinancialStatements.[PeriodLength]`*`BalanceSheets.[AccountsPayableBS]`/`IncomeStatements.[CostOfRevenue]` 
 

Days of Sales Outstanding 
`FinancialStatements.[PeriodLength]`*`BalanceSheets.[AccountsReceivableBS]`/`IncomeStatements.[TotalSales]` 
 

DPO/DSO Ratio 
`BalanceSheets.[AccountsPayableBS]`/`BalanceSheets.[AccountsReceivableBS]` 
 

Free Cash Flow Ratio 
(`CashFlows.[TotalCashFromOperations]` + `CashFlows.[CapitalExpenditures]`)/`IncomeStatements.[TotalSales]` 
 

Operating Margin 
`IncomeStatements.[OperatingIncome]`/`IncomeStatements.[TotalSales]` 
 

Return on Assets 
`IncomeStatements.[NetIncome]`/`BalanceSheets.[TotalAssets]` 
 

Return on Invested Capital 
`IncomeStatements.[OperatingIncome]`/`BalanceSheets.[TotalLiabilitiesShareholdersEquity]` 
 

Return on Net Assets 
`IncomeStatements.[NetIncome]`/(`BalanceSheets.[PropertyPlantEquipmentNet]`+`BalanceSheets.[TotalCurrentAssets]`-
`BalanceSheets.[TotalCurrentLiabilities]`) 
 

Revenue Growth 
(`IncomeStatements.[TotalSales]`-`Last Period.[Revenue]`)/`Last Period.[Revenue]` 
 

SG&A to COGS Ratio 
`IncomeStatements.[SellingGeneralAdministrativeExpense]`/`IncomeStatements.[CostOfRevenue]` 
 

Working Capital Ratio 
(`BalanceSheets.[TotalCurrentAssets]`-`BalanceSheets.[TotalCurrentLiabilities]`)/`IncomeStatements.[TotalSales]` 
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Definitions: 
• Supply Chain Index: A formulaic representation of how companies are trading off growth, profitability, 

cycle and complexity performance on selected supply chain financial metrics against market valuation. 

• Supply Chain Effective Frontier: The balance of growth, profitability, cycle and complexity metrics to 

deliver the supply chain strategy. It may or may not maximize the company’s market valuation. 

• Supply Chain Excellence: The ability for a company to maximize value through the setting of targets 

and aligning metrics to drive a value chain strategy.  

Other Related Reports: 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: A Focus on Retail  
Published by Supply Chain Insights in August 2012.  
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter:  A Focus on Consumer Products 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in September 2012. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter:  A Focus on the Chemical Industry 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in November 2012. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter:  The Cash-to-Cash Cycle 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in November 2012. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: A Focus on the Pharmaceutical Industry 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in December 2012. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: Driving Reliability in Margins 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in January 2013. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: A Focus on Hospitals 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in January 2013. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: A Focus on Brick & Mortar Retail 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in February 2013. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: A Focus on Medical Device Manufacturers 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in February 2013. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: A Focus on Consumer Electronics 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in April 2013. 
 
Supply Chain Metrics that Matter: A Focus on Apparel 
Published by Supply Chain Insights in May 2013 

  

http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-focus-on-retail/
http://www.supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-consumer-products
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-the-chemical-industry/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-the-cash-to-cash-cycle/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-the-pharmaceutical-industry/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-driving-reliability-in-margins/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-hospitals/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-brick-mortar-retail/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-medical-device-manufacturers/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-consumer-electronics/
http://supplychaininsights.com/supply-chain-metrics-that-matter-a-focus-on-apparel/
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About Supply Chain Insights LLC 
Supply Chain Insights LLC is a research and advisory firm focused on reinventing the analyst model. The 

services of the company are designed to help supply chain teams improve value-based outcomes through 

research-based Advisory Services, a dedicated Supply Chain Community and public training. Formed in 

February 2012, the company is focused on delivering independent, actionable and objective advice for 
supply chain leaders. 

About Lora Cecere 
Lora Cecere (twitter ID @lcecere) is the Founder of Supply Chain Insights LLC and the 

author of popular enterprise software blog Supply Chain Shaman currently read by 5,000 

supply chain professionals. Her book, Bricks Matter, (co-authored with Charlie Chase) 

published on December 26th, 2012. She is currently working on a second book Metrics that 

Matter to publish in 2013.  

With over nine years as a research analyst with AMR Research, Altimeter Group, and 
Gartner Group and now as a Founder of Supply Chain Insights, Lora understands supply 

chain. She has worked with over 600 companies on their supply chain strategy and speaks at over 50 

conferences a year on the evolution of supply chain processes and technologies. Her research is designed for 

the early adopter seeking first mover advantage.  

About Abby Mayer 

Abby Mayer (twitter ID @indexgirl), Research Associate, is one of the original members of 

the  Supply Chain Insights LLC team. She is also the author of the newly-founded blog, 

Supply Chain Index. Her supply chain interests include connecting financial performance 

and supply chain excellence, as well as talent management issues and emerging 

markets.  

Abby has a B.A. in International Politics and Economics from Middlebury College and a 

M.S. in International Supply Chain Management from Plymouth University in the United 

Kingdom. She has also completed a thru-hike of Vermont’s 280 mile Long Trail, the oldest 

long distance hiking trail in the United States. As part of the planning and food prep process, she became 

interested in supply chain management when she was asked to predict hunger pangs for the entire three-week 

trip before departure. If that isn’t advanced demand planning, what is?!?!  

 

http://www.twitter.com/lcecere
http://www.supplychaininsights.com/
http://www.supplychainshaman.com/
http://www.bricksmatter.com/reviews/
http://www.twitter.com/lcecere
http://www.supplychaininsights.com/
http://www.supplychainindex.com/
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